
DAKOTA ALLIANCE SOCCER CLUB (DASC) 
Director of Refereeing (Key Responsibility Area) 
 
KRA I: Referee Assignor- Overall responsibility for assignment and supervision 
of referees at all Dakota Alliance Events.  
Critical Tasks (How to)-  
 
CT I: Assignment of referees to all DASC Recreational games, Competitive games and Tournaments. This 
includes any tournaments hosted by DASC.  
 
CT II:   Supervision of referees at recreational games. Supervision does not have to be at every game and can be 
outsourced by the Referee Director.  
 
CT III:  Coordination and supervision of referees at DASC Tournaments. Referee Director will work with 
Tournament Director to ensure qualified referees are assigned to all tournament games. Referee Director is also 
responsible for making sure referees officiate those games and supporting referees should any dispute occur.  
 
 
KRA II: Referee Coach- Overall responsibility for education and quality 
management of referees at all Dakota Alliance Events.  
Critical Tasks (How to)-  
 
CT I: Training new referees. Training, Mentoring and certification of referees must be coordinated by Referee 
Director.  
 
CT II:  Development and execution of referee mentorship program. Referee Director is responsible for developing 
and executing a program to mentor referees. The goal of this program is to make new referees feel comfortable and 
to give a pathway for referees to improve their craft. This should lead to increased retention and higher licensing of 
existing referees. 
 
CT III: Referee Coaching and Quality Management. Referee Director is responsible for coaching referees with the 
goal of developing each referee and improving quality of refereeing in Sioux Falls and the surrounding areas. This 
position has the authority to review referee performance and give feedback with the goal of improving the quality of 
refereeing in Sioux Falls. 
 
KRA III: Referee Recruiter- Responsible for increasing volume of referees in local 
area.  
Critical Tasks (How to)-  
 
CT I: Recruitment of new referees. Referee Director is responsible for finding ways to increase the referee pool by 
recruiting new referees. The Referee Director has freedom to work with DASC Teams and Staff to find creative ways 
of encouraging players and parents to become referees. 
 
KRA IV: Other duties as assigned 
 
CT I:   There may be other duties that are needed to be performed to assist in the running of Dakota 
Alliance Soccer Club. These duties may involve, but are not limited to preparing fields for play, running 
additional training sessions for coaches, assisting in winterizing the DASC Training Grounds, attending 
staff meetings.  
 


